Abstract : The Geneva group has performed a direct, model independent, reconstruction of the scattering amplitudes of the pp -+ dn+ reaction at 447, 515 and 580 MeV at 8 deuteron center-of-mass angles between 52.5' and 87.5O. FinaI results at 580 MeV are presented.
Introduction
The first amplitude reconstruction published by the Geneva group [I] was challenged by the result of the measurement of the spin transfer coefficient Kss performed at TRIUhlF [2] . This forced us to check the analysis and allowed us to uncover that an error in the sign of the longitudinal and sideway polarizations of the primary proton beam had occured during the analysis of the spin transfer coefficients. This error lead to a sign inversion in the asymmetries e,(X), E~,(X), e,(Z) and E~,(Z) (see [I] for a complete description of the formalism used here). The amplitude analysis has now been redone with the correct signs for the four above asymmetries.
The Amplitude Analysis
Six complex amplitudes are necessary to fully describe the scattering matrix of the pp -+ d~+ reaction. One overall phase beeing experimentally unreachable, one has to determine 11 real quantities : 6 modules and 5 phases. In our case, the analysing powers of the Carbon polarimeter which analysed the deuteron polarisation were unknown (except for Tm which we took equal to 0 [3j) and had to be treated as free parameters in the analysis, raising the number of unknowns to 14.
Over the years, the Geneva group had measured many observables for the pp + daf reaction, starting with differential cross section [4] continuing with analysing powers A,, and A, , and spin correlation coefficients A,,, A,,, Akk and A,k [5] [6] and finally ending with spin transfer coefficients eC(O), ezc(0), eC(f y), czc(f y), cs(X), E,(Z), e2,(X) and eZs(Z) [l] . A total of 17 observables was then measured at each energy and angle. In additicn, the Pauli principle allow us to express the above E'S measured at an angle n -0 by means of the amplitudes at angle 0. One could then add 10 new observables E(T -0) by introducing only 3 new parameters, the 3 polarimeter analysing powers at n -0. The amplitude analysis consisted finally in fitting 27 measured observables by means of 17 free parameters. . It is visible that the theoretical calculations have problems reproducing the data : the difference between the modules of amplitudes A and C is underestimated and large discrepancies exist between the different predictions for amplitudes D, E and F. Moreover, most theoretical calculations tend to minimize the modules of these amplitudes. All these feature confirm the tendency already pointed out [I] [9] , that the proton-proton spin triplet strength is underestimated by the theoretical models. 
Results and Discussion

